It is shown that the observed potential drops on QHE samples can be considered as a realization of uncertainty relation for the quantized two dimensional electromagnetic potential.
is the width wherein the edge current flows on the edge of sample. This width, which is in general larger than the length scale of magnetic length, is given for any QHE sample in accord with the experimental preparation of sample under quantum Hall conditions. In the "ideal" case the edge current flows close to the edge within the length scale of the respective magnetic length l B [2] , which is determind by QHE data of the sample. Its value is defined by: l , where B, ν and n are, respectively, the applied magnetic field, the filling factor and the global density of electrons on the sample.
Here we report on the possibility that the so called potential drops on QHE samples [3] can be considered as realizations of the mentioned uncertainty relation. Recall also that, although electromagnetic potential is not measurable in view of its gauge dependence, nevertheless poterntial differences are gauge invariant and measurable.
Generally, these experiments can be classified in two groups: One group reports on potential drops which appear on the edge of QHE samples on a width which is equal to the respective (l B ) −1 values [3a] , [3b] .
The other group reports on similar potential drops but on a width which is smaller than the respective
We consider the first type potential drops as the maximal and the second type as the general potential drops. Thus, we will show that potential drops are (quantum) uncertainty of electromagnetic potential in accord with the mentioned uncertainty relation: Whereby the maximal potential drops appear in cases, where in view of QHE preparation, the position uncertainty of electrons on the sample is the most minimal one which is equal to the magnetic length, i. e. coordinates, where l B is the magnetic length [4b] . Now this commutator is proportional to the mentioned commutator [Â m ,x n ] = −iδ mnh by the usual Landau gauge A m = Bx n ǫ mn , ǫ mn = −ǫ nm = 1.
We showed also rigorously that the flux quantization can be understood as the canonical quantization of flux functional Φ = eA m dx m = eF mn dx m ∧ dx n on the phase space of flux system which contains the set of canonical conjugate variables {A m , x m }. Thus, in accord with geometric quantization [5] the quantum differential operators on the quantized phase space of this system should be given bŷ
. Recall however that the wave function of quantized {A m , x m } system should be considered either in the Ψ(A m , t)-or in the Ψ(x m , t) representation. Therefore, the quantum operators should be given, respectively, either by the set
In both representations the commutator between the quatum operators is given by (−ih):
Equivalently, we have in accord with quantum mechanics a true uncertainty relation for A m and x m , i.
e.: e∆A m · ∆x m ≥h.
Furthermore, the electromagnetic gauge potential have in accord with the uncertainty relations e∆A m · ∆x m ≥h a maximal uncertainty of (∆A m ) (maximum) =h el B for the case where the position uncertainty aquires its most minimal value. This "ideal" case where (∆x m ) (minimum) = l B corresponds to the "uncertainty equantions" e∆A m · ∆x m = eB∆x m · ∆x n |ǫ mn | =h, from which one can obtain the independent definition of magnetic length l 2 B =h eB [1] . This procedure proves the consistency of the approach.
Hence we show that the observed potential drops in QHE experiments which is reported in [3] can be considered as experimental evidences for the above uncertainty relation.
¿From topological point of view, which is useful in a topological effect like QHE, all usual two ddimensional QHE samples are equivalent to a disc. Thus, one should consider QHE on such a sample with the radial (r) and azimuthal (φ) degrees of freedom, where ({x m } ∼ {r , φ}) and ({A m } ∼ {A r , A φ }).
The uncertainty relation e∆A m · ∆x m ≥h asserts that the general potential uncertainty is given by On the other hand, the theoretical value for the maximal potential uncertainty for Hall potential which is obtained from uncertainty relation is (∆A H ) (maximum) =h el B . Therefore, on obtains with l B = 10 −2 µm the value (∆A H ) (maximum) ≈ 100 µm [6].
It agrees with the observed width of potential drop in Ref. [3b] .
The other experiment in the first group [3a] is performed under almost the same QHE conditions as in
Ref. [3b] , but with filling factor ν = 4. The value of magnetic length for this sample is obtained to be l B ≈ 1.4 · 10 −2 µm in accord with QHE data in Ref. [3a] . Therefore, we obtain for the theoretical value of (∆A H ) (maximum) =h el B in this case (∆A H ) (maximum) ≈ 70 µm [6] . It agrees also with the observed value in Ref. [3a] .
In this sense, from theoretical point of view, our maximal Hall potential uncertainty results which correspond to the respective most minimal position uncertainties or to the respective magnetic lengths, agree with the observed results of potential drops in experiments of the first group [3a], [3b] .
Moreover, since the ratio between the calculated value of magnetic lengths from expementel data of the first group (l B ) [3a] (l B ) [3b] ≈ 1.4 is equal to the ratio between their respective filling factors (
Then it is importent to mention that in this group, where the samples differ almost only with respect to the actual filling factors, the ratio between the width of the observed potential drops (∆A H ) (maximum) [3b] (∆A H ) (maximum)[3a] ≈ 1.4 is equal to the reciprocal ratio of the respective filling factors and the respective magnetic lengths, i. e.:
Thus, not only that the observed ratio between potential drops in this group agrees with the theoretical ratio between respective potential uncertainties, but this agreement proves even the exclusive reciprocal dependence of maximal potential drops from the respective filling factor or equivalently from the respective magnetic length, if as in the experiments of this group other relevant data are almost the same.
Nevertheless, it is possible that under QHE conditions the electronic edge current flows, not within the length scale of magnetic length, but further within a larger length scale on the sample. Then the position uncertainty of electrons which is the actual length scale wherein the edge current flow, have its general value which is larger than that of the magnetic length of sample ∆x H > l B . Therefore, the value of uncertainty of Hall potential is in this cases less than its maximum value, i. [3c].
Thus, our theoretical results for the general potential uncertainty also agree with the observed results of the second group in Ref.
[3c] where they report on potential drops on QHE samples, which is less than the respectiveh el B values.
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